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" l talee utbnt's tttirtt ultere I.find it," srtys l.ncail in an exn'aordinary
nddress deliuered in Rome in lvouember 1974. -lacques-Alain Millet" gaae
tlte written uersiort in 2011, ,tncl it ruas tlut edition tltat uas used in
tlte esta(tlislnnent oJ' tltis translatiotr,

Lucaris interuention begirts tuitb /tn trlfrrntrrtiort tbat does notfail
to sutprise: "Tbe'fhirrt" (Lrr -lroisiime/ u,ould conrc to bimfi'om the
poet Gernrd de ,Yerutl. I{oweuer, the .first Iine of tbe poem entitled
'Arterris" mentiorrs tlte thirteenth (La 'li'eiziime) and not tbefrst: "The
Tbirteenth (orttes... It's still tbe .first," turites lYerual, In tlte card game
of the Throt de \Iarst'ille, tlte thirteuttlt card in tlte series of assets is as-
sociated with deatb, u,lticb dppeilrs irr tbe second stanza of the poem,
Between tltirul tnr{ tltirteentlt, a slipprrye ltrts occutt"ed. Does Lacan not
tell the tnttlt? [.xcept tlttt lte spealts irt Rome nncl that, in ltalian, tbree
is said tre. Tbis shorus dt oilce that lal;l'ngue , uhicb Lacan writes as a
singl.e word, is rtot stt'uctured Iike a hngunge. It is u,ouen fi'om equiuo-
catiorts.'fhe symptortt is rendiz lalangue, wlticlt is called, tmd notfor
nothing, waternal.

A clinical example.from Freud's article onJbtisltism utds oftto tahen
up 4 Lactn. It's nbout tt yo,tng rtrttrr u,lto ltnd erected aJbtish on a cer-
tttin sltine on the nose. Befttrt cortrirrg to Genuany, this pntient ltad been
rnised in England. I'he.t'btish was iloI to be understood in the Gerntan
language, but iu Eugli-:h, the mother tongue thnt he bad forgotten. It
was thereJbre necessltr']t to trnderstand tbat tbis ltrilliance (Glanz aluf
der Nase) wns n glnnce (glaut'a at tlte nose) ou tlte nose boisted to tbe
stlttus oJ'a.fbtislt.

In "Tlte T'hird," it is precisely u question qflalangue tbat precipitates
itselJ'into tbe letter, tbe Lilter ciphering the,iouissltnce tbat neaer ceases
to return. Iu tbis it is alutvs Jirst, tltird, thirteentlt, and so on. In ad-
ditiott, Lncan nnphosizes that equiuocrrtiorr is tbe instruntent tltat tbe
analyst uses to gtritr ground in sepanrting tbe sJtrttptom and the phallic
jouissance to wbiclt the latter is nor redttced. It is a crucial notion, the-
oretical and c'linica.l, oJ'l.u(lutitut rtrmlysis wltich is therefore made ex-
plicit.

We nre bapp! ta sbare this grt,nt text witlt readers of The Lacanian
Review.

he third. Ir
Shall we obj
if thar's r* ha

Yet, agair
If in this way I inj
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of the four objects I cal
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he third.t It returns, it is forwer the first, as Gerard de Nerval says.
s-h.ll we object that it makes a disq [que gafasse disqrc]?-why rrot,
if that's what it says ldit ce qucl.

1 Yet, €dn, it has to be heard, for example as Rome Disc-ourse.
If in this way I inject a bit more onomaropoeia into lalangue, it would

be entided to retort that in ldangue there is no onomaropo; that is nor
already specified by im phonemadc system, that of hkngpe.

As you kno*, Jakobson has cdibrated it for French. tit t6is bigflacan
points to the palrn of his haodl.In other words, it is in being rr.i.h th"t
one can hear Discours fu Rome as disque-ourdrome.2

I will remper *jr uy remarking thq, if my ears agree with those of my
geographical neighbors, ourdromcis a purring[ronroi) admissible in other
lalangues too, which of course takes us beyond the scope of Jakobson'smatrix that I was referring ro just now.

since I must not speak for too long, I'll skip a bit here.
This ourdromesimply gives me the oppotr.ttti.y to class the voice as one

of the four objects I call liale a, thereby wacuating it of any substance there

Ad{rT: given at the 76 Congress of the Ecole fireudienne de Paris, Rome, I November 1974, *ulebleon Ka(lto lacan.
I ' T:T fEblittt"d byJacqua-Alain Miller and published as "Ia Troisibme ," La &ase fmtdicnnc, no.79(2011): rl-33.
2. tN: In English-one could perhaps ry-to get the sense of Lacans pun by seylng "The RomeDiscourse" can be heard as thhnimnc'd*ciara but the French it 

" 1i.tf""t .q;";Ar.:-'
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The Third

might be in the noise it makes, thus placing it back on the side of the
signi$'ing operation, the one I specified on the basis of effects of so-called
metonymy; in such a way that, on this basis, the voice is free, if I can put
it like this, free to be something other than substance.

But there is another way of portraying it that I would like to point out
by introducing my "Third."

le pense, donc je souis

The onomatopoeia that came to me in a rather personal way, works to
my advantage-touch wood-in that this purring is undoubtedly the catt
jouissance.

I don't know whether it passes by way of the larynx or elsewhere; when
I stroke a cat, it seems to be from its whole body, and this brings me to
what I want to take as my starting point.

I will set out from this. It does not really give you the rules of the game,
but that will come later. Je pense, donc Se jouit. [I think... therefore it
enjoys]: That rejects the usual donc, the one that saysTr souis.

I am going to play a limle with this. Here ,qott is to be understood in the
light ofwhat I said about foreclosure: rejected, the"Je sou#' reappears in the real.

Thatt nothing short of a challenge at my age, my age being, as one says
to people whose noses one wants to rub in it, three years greater than the
age at which Socrates died. But even if I was to cop it right nev-i1 could
happen, it happened to Merleau-Ponty, just like that, at the podium-
Descartes never intended his "Je souis" to be taken to say he enjoyed life.
Itt not that at all. !flhat sense does it have, his "Je souis"? Itt precisely my
own subject, the "I" of psychoanalysis.

Of course, he did not know it, poor thing, he did not know it, it goes
without saying, I had to interpret it for him: itt a symptom. For, before
concluding that he follows lqu'il suitl-follows what? the music of being,
no doubt-upon what basis does he think? He thinks about the knowledge
he learnt at school, which his masters, the Jesuits, were constantly drum-
ming into him. He finds it doesnt hold water!

It would have been better, certainly if he realised that, following School,
his knowledge went a lot further than he believed. Thereb trouble brewing
lil y a de I'eau dans le gas), if I can put it like that, and solely through the
fact that he speaks, for in speaking lalangue, he has an unconscious, and is
lost like any self-respecting person. It's what I call a knowledge that is
impossible for the subject to reach, while for him, the subject, there is only
one signifier that represents him in relation to this knowledge. It is a
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representative for commerce, if I can put it like that, with this knowledge-
which for Descartes was a constituted knowledge, as it was called ar the
time, from his insertion in the discourse into which he was born-in other
words, the discourse that I call that of the master, the discourse of a minor
nobleman. Itt precisely for this reason that he gets dl caught up with his
Je pense, danc Je souis.

All the sarne, itt better than what Parmenides said. The opaciry of the
conjunction bemreen noein and einai, thought and being. That poor Plato,
he gets all tangled rp in it. If it were not for him, what would we know of
Parmenides? But this doesnt prevenr him getting dl caught up there. If he
hadnt conveyed Socrates' brilliant hysteria to us, what would we have been
able to get out of it?

Over the short break, I have been plugging away at the Sophist.I must
be too much of a sophist myself for that to interest me. There must be
something in it that's blocking me. Itt not to my taste. We dont have whatt
needed to appreciate it, we dont knowwhat a Sophist was at that time; the
weight of the thing is lost to us.

Irt's come back to the meaning of "souis."
'\U7hat in traditional grammar falls under the heading of the conjugation

of the verb 'to be" is no simple mafter. In latin everyone is able to see that
f"i-u one says in ltdy-thatfai is not the same as n m, not to mention
the rest of the bric-a-brac. I'll spare you the details, I'll spare you werything
that happened when those sav€es, the Gauls began to extricate themselves
from having to ded with that. They dragged the"esf, onro the side of the
"stnt." They were not the only ones either. I believe the same thing
happened in Spain. Linguisticks draws what it can from this. I m not about
to serve up the results of our Sundays spent thumbing the pages ofphilology
for you.

Nevertheless, one could ask what substance these beings [itresl-who
besides are mythicd beings, mythemes, invented expressly for this and
whose narne, UndeucropeAns,lhave put up on the board-were able ro pur
in their copula. Everywhere but in our own langu€es anFhing can serve
as a copula. As for them, what they put in was somerhing like the prefigu-
ration of the 'Word incarnate, as is said-herel lThe Santa Cecilia function
room contdins a number ofsymbok.l

It makes me sweat. People thought to please me by making me come ro
Rome, I dont know why. There are a roo many places for the Holy Spfuit.
\il7hatt Being got that's supreme, if not through this copula?

'Well, I ve had a little fun inserting what are called "persons" here and I
came up with something that amused mei "m'es-tu-rne", "mAis-tu-me
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gvs5D-i1's possible to get oneself in a muddle with thi*m'aimes-tu?
Me-mc? In fact, it's the same thing. It's the old story about the message that
each person receives in an inverted form. I said that a long time ago and
people found it amusing.

In truth I owe it to Claude I-Cvi-Strauss. He leant over to one of my
excellent friend*namely his wife, Monique, to cdl her by her nam+
and said to her, in relation to what I was saying, that it was like that, that
eyeryone receives his message in an inverted form. Monique rcpeated it to
me and I could not have found a more apt CI(pression forwhat I wanted to
say just then. At *y rate, it was ftom him that I got it. You see, I take what's
mine where I find it.

I wont go into the other tenses, on the ltayage, the shoring up of the
imperfec J'(uis,I was. lthl, Qu'at-ce qtre tu Ctaics,u*rat were you shoring up?
And the rest. The subjunctive, that's an odd onez Quil soit!"Tturt he might
be"<s if by chance. Ietb not gp into that, because we have to move on.

As for Dcscartes, he makes no mistake about iu God is the saylng [Diah
c'est h dircl. He saw clearly that what makes truth come into being what
decides the matter and however it wants is Dianv.It is enough to tndianre
like me, that's the muth, theret no escaping it. If God deceives me, well too
bad, it is truth by dirainc fucwe ldlcrct de dinrcl, the golden truth. i

Here, I make some remarks about those who camed criticism over from
the other side of the Rhine and ended up kissing Hider's arse. It makes me
grind my teeth!

That's number one. So, now, the qrmbolic, the imaginary and the real.

Ihe Symbolic, the lmaginary and the Real

The extraordinary thing is that this took on meaning-and took on
meaning ordered like that. In either case, it's because of me. It's what I call
the wind, which I feel I can no longer wen predict, the wind with which
one fills one's sails in our timc.

It's obvious that it does not lack for meaning at the start. This is what
thought consists in-ser1s words introduce some idiotic representations
into the body.

There you have it-there you have the imaginary which, furthermore,
makes us cough it up again Inous rend gorgel. This does not mean that it
puft us uP lnous nngotgef:rt makes us throw it up again. \7hat? As if by
chance, a truth, one more truth. That takes the cake!

The fact that meaning is lodged within the imaginary gives us, at the
same dme, the other two as meaning. Idealism-whose imputation has
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been repudiated by everyone-idealism is there behind. people want
nothing but that. It interests them, given that thought is really the most
cretinizing thing with which to raise the issue3 of meaning.

How can you get the philosophical use of my terms out of your heads,
that is to say, their vulgar use, when, on the other hand, it has to enrer
somehow? But it would be better if it entered elsewhere. You imagine that
thought takes place in the brain. I dont see why I should dissuade you. As
for me I'm sure-I'm sure like that, it's my business-that it takes place,
for the speaking being just as it does for the hedgehog, in the skin-muscles
of the forehead.

I adore hedgehogs. tvhen I see one, I put it in my pocket, in my handker-
chief Of course, it pisses lga pisse], until I take it back ro my lawn, ar my
country house. And I love to see the wrinkling lplissemenr] produced in the
skin-muscles of its forehead, followingwhich, just as we do, it rolls into a ball.

If you can think with the skin-muscles of your forehead, you can also
think with your feet. \7'ell, that's where I want it to enter, because, after all,
the imaginary, the symbolic and the real are made to help those in this mob
who follow me make their way in analysis.

It is not a matter of getting these rings of strings that I have been wearing
myself out drawing for you simply to purr away fles ronronnerl.They need
to be of some use to you precisely in the erring I ve been tdking about this
year-of some use to you in making out the topology they define.

These rerms are not taboo. You need ro ger the hang of them. And they
have been there since well before the one I implied by calling it the first-
the first time I spoke in Rome. I came out with them very early,after having
pondered them for quite a while, I came out with them well before I took
up my Fnst Rome Discourse.

That these terms should be these rings of the Borromean knot doesnt
mean you have to ger your kicks there [y prendre le pied]. Thatt not what I
call thinking with yourfeet.

From Being to Semblance

Vhat's at stake is that you leave somethingverydifferent from a member
there-I am speaking of analysts-what is at stake is that you leave this
nonsensical object lobjet insensfl that I have designated as a.

This is what gets caught, wedged between the symbolic, the imaginary
and the real, as a knot. Itt by catching hold of it in the right *"y th"t you

3. TN: Tianslated here in its idiomatic usage, agiter le grelot,literally means "to shake the little bell."
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can answer for what your firnction i5-1e offer it to your analysand as cause
of their desire.

This is what one must manage to do. But if you put your foot in it,
well i t 's not such a big deal. \What marrers is that it h"pp.rrs ar your
own cost.

To put it simply, after this repudiatio n of the je souis,I'll amuse myself
by saying that this knot is what you musr be fce noeud, itfaut l'1ne]. I will
add nevertheless-and this is something you already know after what I
spoke about for ayear on the four discourses under the title The Otber Side
of Psychoanalysis-that you must only make a semblance of being it. Thatt
quite a job! It's even more difficult in that, itt not enough to h"rr. an idea
of it to be its semblant lpou, en faire le sembhntl.

Dont imagine that I had any idea of it myself, I wrote: objecta. That's
completely different. Thatt a matter of logic, in other *otd, it makes it
operative in the real as the object about which, precisely, there is no idea.
One really has to spell it out, the object about which there is no idea, has
been, until now a hole in any theory whatever.

_ This is what justifies my reservations, those that I expressed earlier about
Plato's pre-socraticism. It is not as if he had no inkling of it: he bathed in
semblance without knowing it. He was obsessed with it, even if he didnt
know it. This means only one thing, that he sensed it, but didnt know *hy
it was like that. Hence, this intolerance linsupport], this unbearable finsup-
portablel that he disseminates.

There is not a single discourse in which the semblant fails to call the
shots. There is no reason why the last one to have come about, the analyric
discourse, should be any different. All the same, itt not a reason why, in
this discourse, under the pretext that it is the last to come about, you should
feel ill ar ease to the point of making of it-according to the i.r-, with
lvhich or colleagues in the Internationd Psychoanalydc Association-entangle
themselves-a semblance more semblance than .r"t.rr"l, 

".d 
p"r"iing it.

Remember that the semblance of that which speaks 
", 

s,r.h is 
"l-*"y,there, in every kind of discourse that deals with it. Itt even second narure.

So' be more relaxed, more natural when you receive someone who comes
to speak to you in analysis. Dont feel so obliged to take on airs. Even as a
buffoon, you are justified in being so.

You only have to watch my Tbleuision: r am a clown. Thke that as an
example, and dont imitate me!The seriousness that spurs me on is the series
that you constitute. You cannot be part of it len \tre) and,6e it ll'1tre] at the
same time.
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The Real

The symbolic, the imaginary and the real set out what effectively ope-
rates in your speech when you position yourself within the analytic
discourse, when you are an analyst.

But they only redly emerge for and through this discourse. I didnt
intend for it to happen, I just followed, myself as well. This does not mean
that it doesnt shed light on the other discourses, but it doesnt invalidate
them either.

The discourse of the master, for example, has as its purpose that things
march in step for werybody. \trfell, that's not the same thing as the real at
all, because the real is precisely what does not work out, that puts a spoke
in this wheel lse rnet m ooix dans ce chanot, and, what is more, what does
not stop repeating itselfi, hindering this course.

This is how I first formulated ic the red is what always returns to the
same place. The emphasis here should fall on returns.'$7hat is reveded is
the place, the place of the semblant. It is difficult to establish it solely on
the basis of the imaginary, as the notion of place seems to imply. Fortu-
nately, we have mathematical topology to use as support, and this is what
I try to do.

In a second moment of defining it, I tried to highlight this real as the
impossible, as a logicd modaliry. Suppose, in fact, that there is nothing
impossible in the real-scientists would pull a face, and so would we! But
look how far we had to come to catch sight of that! For centuries people
thought that werything was possible.

Perhaps there are some among you who have read Leibniz. He only
managed to pull it offwith his compossibility. Godhad done his best, things
have to be possible together. The hombinatandwen the contrivance behind
all that is unimaginable.

Perhaps, andysis will introduce us tci the world as it really is: imaginary.
This can only be done by reducing the so-cdled function of representation,
by putting it where it is: nam.h i. the body.

This has been suspected for some dme, it is even in this that philoso-
phical idealism consists. Philosophical idealism arived at this. Orly, as long
as there was no science, the only option was to button it, but not without
making a little pointed remark-while being resigned to it, they were
waiting for signs, signs from the beyond, signs of the nournenon: that's how
they cdled it. Thatt why certain bishops were interested in the matt'er,
notably Bishop Berkeley, who in his time was unrivaled, which suited him
very well.
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The real is not the world. There is no hope of reaching th. real through
representation. I am not about to put forward quantum theory or wave-
partide theory as a reuuon for this. But dl the sarne, it would be bmer if
you wcre up to speed, even if it doesnt interest you. But as to bringlng you
up to speed, well you can do this yourselves; you only have to open a few
little books on science.

By the same token, the real is not universal-which mcans that itis all
only in the strict sense that each of its elements is identicd to itself but
cannot be said rcbe pantes, all. There is no such thing x all ehmenfr, there
are ohly sets to be determinedjn each case. It's not worth adding: thati alA
The only meaning m/ Sr has is to punctuate this nonscnsc lcc n'inporte
Qaoil, this signifier-letter that I write S,-which only gets written by
doing so without any effect of meaning. In short, it is homologous to what
I have just told you about the object litde a.

Vell, when I ,think that I once amused myself by playing with tlris Sr-
which at one dme I elevated to the digniry of the signifier One-and t}e
litde a,by linking them through the golden ratio!Thatt priceless! I mean
that that acquires its import through writing. In fact, it is to illustrate the
furility of all intercourse with the world, in other words what has been called
until now consequence. For there is nothing more in the world dtan ett
object a, etwdor aga:ra, a voice or a dt, which splits the subjct and smears
him with this waste that or-sists in relation to the body.

To make oneself a semblance of it, one has to be gifted. Uke that, it's
particularly difficutt.,. itt more difficult for a womiul than for a man,
contrary to what is said. That a woman should be the object a for a man,
from time to time, doesnt mean at all that she has a taste for it ln l'*trel.
But in the end, it can h"pp"n. It can happen that she resembles it naturally.
There,nothing that looks more like flyspeck than Anna Freud! She must
find it useful!

Irtt be serious, letb return to doing what I m trying to do. '|

The Symptom Comes from the Real

I must base this Thirdonthe real th"t it concerns, and this is why I will
pose you tlre question I se those who spoke before me have sorne inkling
of They not only have an inkling of it, they have wen said it-ar1d that
they should have said it is a sign that they susp€ct iu is psychoandysis a
symptom?

As you know, when I ask questions, it is because I drq{y have thq
answer. But all the same, it's better for it to be the right answer.
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I call symptom that which comes from the real.
It presents itself like a litde fish whose voracious beak only closes to sink

its teeth into meaning. Vhich resulm in one of nvo things. It either makes
it proliferals-ivsTsass and rnuhiply, says the Lord, but all the same, this
use of the term muhiplication is a bit strong and ought to cause us to raise
an eyebrow, for the Lord knows what a multiplication is and itt not about
the proliferation of fish-or it is burst by it fil en crbuef .

The best that could happen, and what we should strive for, would be
for the real of the symptom to be burst by it. And that's the whole ques-
tion-how to do this?

There was a time when I put myself about in medical departments-I
will not mention them by name here even though I allude to them in my
paper, due to be published shortly, I will have to skip a bit-trying to
explain what a symptom is, I did not put it quite as I would now, but all
the same-perhaps it is a Nachtrag-I believe I already knew, even though
I hadnt yet come up with the imagir'ar\t the symbolic and the real.

The meaning of the symptom is not that with which one feeds it for its
proliferation or extinction. The meaning of the symptom is the real, in so
far as it puts a spoke in the wheel fse rnet en roixf to stop things from
working out, in the sense that they give account of themselves in a satisfac-
tory way, satisfactory at least for the master, which does not mean that the
slave suffers from it in any wry, far from it.

As for the slave in this business, he has it cushy, much more so than one ima-
gina. He's the one who .ryoy" ljouitl, contrary to what Hegel says, who should
have seen it all the sarne, since this is really why he lets the master have his way
wfuh him. And what's more, H.g.l promises him the future, he is sitting preffy'.

This is also a Narhnag, a more sublime one than in my case, I dare say,
because it proves that the slave had the good fornrne of already b.i"g Christian
in pagan times. It is obvious, but nenerthel.ess curious. They really had enerything
going for them! Everything to be h"ppl That will nwer come about again.

Now that there are no longer any slaves, we are reduced to savoring the
comedies of Plautus and Terence for as long as we can, in order to give us
an idea of what these slaves really were.

I'm straying from the point. Yet, it is not without maintaining a grip
on the thread lh corful ofwhat such straying demonstrates.

Psychoanalysis ls a Symptom

The meaning of the symptom depends on what becomes of the real-
thus, as I put it in the press conference, on the success of psychoanalysis.
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\What we ask of it is that it relieve us both of the real and of the
symptom. Should it succeed, or have some success in fulfilling this
demand-I will put it like this, I see that there are some people here who
were not at this press conference, so it is for them that I am saying it-
anything could happen, namely, a return to true religion for example, which
as you know does not seem to be dying out. Tiue religion is not mad, all
hopes are grist to its mill, so to speak. They are sanctified by it. So, of course,
it authorizes them.

Should psychoanalysis succeed, it would die out, in being but a
forgotten symptom. This should not surprise it; it is the destiny of truth,
as it itself established from *1s 51211-truth gets forgotten. Thus, everything
depends on whether the real insists. For this to happen it is necessary that
psychoanalysis should fail.

One must recognize that in this respect it is right on course, and so still
has a good chance of remaining a symptom, of increasing and multiplying.
Psychoanalysts not dead stop letter to folhw.

But all the same, be careful: this is perhaps my message in an inverted
form. Perhaps I too am rushinglje me prdcipitel. It is the function of haste
that I have highlighted for you.

However, what I have said to you, what I told you just now might also
be misunderstood and taken to mean that psychoanalysis is a social
symptom. There is only one social symptom: each individual is really a
proletarian, in other words has no discourse with which to make a social
bond, in other words semblant. This is what Marx countered, and he did
so in an incredible fashion. No sooner said than done.'$7hat he proposed
implies that there is nothing to change. This is why, moreover, everything
continues exactly as before.

Socially speaking, psychoanalysis has a consistency different from that
of other discourses: it is a bond of two lun lien i deuxl. It is in this.respect
that it occupies the place of the lack of the sexual relation. This is not at dl
enough to make it a social symptom, since the sexual relation is lacking in
all forms of sociery. It is linked to the truth that structures all discourse.

For that matter, this is why there is no true society founded on the
analytic discourse. There is a School, which is defined precisely in not being
a sociery. It is defined through the fact that I teach something there.

fu funny as it may seem when speaking of the Ecolefeudienne, it's some-
thing in the sryle of what, for example, the Stoics created. The Stoics had
something like a presentiment of Lacanianl56-1hey were the ones who
invented the distinction between the signans and the signatum. Onthe other
hand, it is to them that I owe my respect for suicide-not suicides done
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tongue in cheek, but for that form of suicide that is, in short, the act pro,
perly speaking. One musr not bungle it of course, for if one does, it is not
an act.

Thus, in all this there is no problem of thought. A psychoanalyst knows
+at thought is aberant by nature, which doesnt stop him being responsible
for a discourse that binds the andysand-to what? Not to the anJyrt, b,.rt
to the analysand-analyst couple.

Someone said this very well this morning, I express myself differently,
but it is exactly the same thing, I am h"ppy with the convergence.

The Anguish of Scientists

The sharp end of all this is that, in the years ro come, the real is what
the analyst will depend upon and not the other way around.'\U7hat will become of the real does not depend on the andyst at all. The
andyst's task is to counter it [h contrerf . Despite weryt}ing, the real could
well take the bit benveen ia teeth and bolt, above all since it has the suppon
of scientific discourse.

This is even one of the set pieces of what is cdled "science fiction." I
should say that I've ne\rer read it myself, but in andysis people often tell
me about what's in it, itt unimaginable: eugenics, euthanasi", .il sorts of
various eupranlcs. It only becomes fumywhen scientists themselves become
gripped, not by science-fiction of course, but by anxiery.

That is instructive. kb redly the typical symptom for all forms of emer-
gence of *re red.

And when the biologists-ro name scientists in question-put an
embargo on the laboratory ffeatment of bacteria, under rhe pretexithat if
they are made too strong and too resilient, they could very well slip under
the door and wipe out at least alt sexuated experience by wiping out the
parhffe, that is something quite striking!This sudden bout of rispot sibility
is extremely comic. The whole of life finally reduced to the infecdon that
it redly is, in all likelihood-it is the highpoint of the thinking being!The
trouble is that they do not see, for all that, that death is locdized, at the
same dme, in that which within lalangue is its sign.

Be that as it may, the eus that I highlighted above in passing would at
any rate place us in the apathy of universd Good. Th.y make up for the
absence of the relation that I have said to be forever impossibl., by way of
this conjunction of IGnt wirh Sade, through which, in-a rexr, I thougLt I
ought to point out the future that is staring us in the face-namely the
same as rhe one in which analysis, in some way, has its future assured.
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Frenchmen, one more tffir, to be republican.It will be for you to respond to
this rebuke, though I dont know if this article left you hot or cold-theret
just one little fellow who has been knocking himself out over it. It hasnt
yielded very much.

The more I eat my Dasein-as I put it at the end of one of my semi-
nxs5-1[s less I know what kind of effect it has on you.

The Unconscious, a Knowledge That ls Articulated
from Lalangue

This "Third," I am reading it, well perhaps you remember the first,
which returns here, in it I thought I ought to lay out my jargon, since it
was printed after, under the pretext that you would all have the distributed
text. If today I merely 'urrdrone lourdrome], I hope that this will not pose
too much of an obstacle to understanding what I'm reading. Forgive me if
this reading is excessive.

In the first, which returns so that it does not stop being wriften, necessary,
Function and Field...., I said what had to be said. Interpretation, I proposed,
is not interpretation of meaning, but plays on the equivoque, which is why I
placed the emphasis on the signifier in language. I designated it as the instance
of the letter, this to make myself understood despite your lack of stoicism.

Consequently, as I've since added to no greater efFect, it is through
lalangue that interpretation operates-which does not Prevent the uncon-
,.ioui from being structured like a language, one of those languages by
which it is precisely the business of linguistics to make us believe lalangue
is animated. Grammar, as they generally call it, or in the case of Hjelmslev,
form. That doesnt happen all by itself, even if someone indebted to me for
showing him the way has placed the accent on grammatology.

Lalangue is what makes it possible to consider that it is not purely by
chance that uoeu, a wish, is also ueut, thirdperson indicative of uouhin nor
that it is by chance either that the negating non should also be the naming
nom;nor is it by chance, or arbitrary, as Saussure said, that d'eux, dinfront
of euxdesignating those (ceux) of whom we speak, should be made in the
same way as the number rwo, deux.'S7hat must be appreciated is the
deposit, the alluvium, the petrification by which it is marked, through the
way agroup handles its unconscious experience.

Lalangue cannot be said to be alive because it is in use. It is rather the
death of the sign that it conveys. It is not because the unconscious is struc-
tured like a language that lalangue does not have to play against its own
enjoyment, since it is made out of this very enjoyment.
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